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EBSCO Industries:
Quality Assured 

A Case Study

EBSCOIndustries, Inc., founded
in 1943 and based in

Birmingham, Alabama, is a global corpora-
tion that employs more than 4,000 people in
19 countries, has annual sales of over a billion
and is consistently ranked by Forbesas one of
the Top 200 privately held corporations in the
United States. With varied business interests
from information management services,
online and print journal subscription services
and online research databases, to real estate
development, commercial printing and fishing
lures, EBSCO’s Information Systems organi-
zation serves a very large and diversified
group of business units. Mike Julian oversees
the Information Systems and Services Quality
Assurance Department.

Not long after Mike was hired by EBSCO as
an operations analyst in the ISS computer oper-
ations area, his background in change manage-
ment and consulting led him to identify the
need for a separate group to handle change
control issues as well as other tasks previously
shared between programming and operations.
Mike proposed the creation of a new depart-
ment that could provide change control to
increase efficiencies, eliminate errors, enforce
shop standards and reduce costs throughout
pre-production and production. Mike’s proposal
was accepted and EBSCO’s ISS Quality
Assurance Department was formed.

Although the group is involved with Quality,
Mike feels his department is better described as
a change management group because they are

responsible for the final review and movement
to production of all new and changed elements
in EBSCO’s mainframe environment. Now, this
new department had to earn credibility from the
rest of the IS organization. The possibility of
being viewed as a drag on the process of getting
changes into production had to be avoided at all

costs. In November of 1999, as part of the over-
all plan, EBSCO implemented Diversified
Software’s PRO/JCL. It wasn’t long before
Mike felt that credibility was established, pro-
gressive strides in accuracy and efficiency were

made, and the Quality Assurance (QA) group
was on its way to realizing all its potential.

PRE-PRODUCTION
ACCURACY INCREASE

PRO/JCL helped the QA group substantially
by effectively catching errors that once got
past the old eyeball approach and by saving
enough time to allow reviews of other aspects
of the changes. Mike indicates that based on
his experience, JCL errors normally make up
to 60 percent of all mistakes in developing and
changing application systems. By its nature,
JCL is very different from the work with
which application programmers have the most
experience and comfort level.

Shortly after EBSCO first deployed
PRO/JCL, Mike states the Quality Assurance
group became the initial catchall group for batch
production errors. Much to Mike’s pleasure, this
eventually changed, and programmers began
using the product up front. This eliminated the
slowdown generated by having discussions
about errors after the fact. In most cases, the
final review of JCL via PRO/JCL has become
more formality than anything else, which is, as
far as Mike is concerned, “the way it should be.”

SHOP STANDARDS—IN PLACE,
EASY TO ENFORCE

Another way in which EBSCO’s QA
Department uses PRO/JCL is to enforce shop

“We have done all of this with
minimal customization of

PRO/JCL®— we basically set it up
out of the box and ran with it.

We rarely spend any time
changing configurations. Even
with all we’ve accomplished,
I know I’ve not tapped into

every benefit the product can
offer. I’m looking forward to

doing some exploring and trying
some new things.”

Mike Julian, Manager, ISS Quality
Assurance Department,

EBSCO Industries
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standards. While they hope to continue to
increase what they do in the way of standards,
what they have in place now is easily
enforced. Previously, standards enforcement
was difficult because of the quantity of work
reviewed on any given day. The result was that
not everything that went into production was
checked thoroughly. For context, the typical
daily workload amounts to 270 members
reviewed and moved into production each
month—that’s more than 11,000 members
processed through PRO/JCL since implementa-
tion. In addition to routine daily review work,
they also reviewed and certified more than 1,500
members during the course of a DB2 conversion
in the latter half of 2000—a significant task
when taking into consideration that the average
member contains anywhere from 25 to 30 steps.

SMOOTHER PRODUCTION,
FEWER FAILURES

Mike feels that EBSCO has avoided thou-
sands of opportunities for job failures in pro-
duction since PRO/JCL was implemented.
Early on, it was not unusual for them to catch
at least three errors or standard violations in
one given jobstream. Some of these errors
might have only required a quick, one-minute

fix and restart; however, every restart gives an
operator the opportunity for more errors.
Many late night calls to programmers, help
desk and operations personnel were avoided.

MAJOR CONVERSIONS, MINIMAL
TOUCH,TOTAL ACCURACY

Since deploying PRO/JCL, Mike and his QA
group have made the equivalent of 25 major
conversions to address efficiencies in their
organization. Had they been forced to have the
programming or operations staff make the
changes manually, it’s likely the projects would
still be in the queue, if they weren’t entirely
abandoned. Instead, by using the Intelligent
JCL Change capabilities of PRO/JCL, they
were able to re-allocate all those saved hours to
actual program change requests. In most cases,
up to 75 percent of the PROC members had to
change. Mike was able to make these changes
himself with 100 percent accuracy—an accuracy
rate that would have been unachievable had the
changes been made manually.

UNEXPECTED BONUS REALIZED

One of the unexpected capabilities that
EBSCO’s programming department discovered

was the additional functionality they could real-
ize by using the exit points that are available
with PRO/JCL. EBSCO was able to implement
a number of integration processes with other
software such as scheduling software and pro-
gram promotion tools already in use. In addi-
tion, they are able to perform analysis through
their JCL libraries, send information to other
applications, and generate reports as needed.

Overall, Mike’s proposal proved to be a
winner for EBSCO. The department realized
its goals to increase efficiencies, eliminate
errors, enforce shop standards and reduce
costs throughout. PRO/JCL helped realize a
manager’s vision and a company’s desire for
quality that could be assured.  

Mike Julian manages the information systems and
services quality assurance department for EBSCO.
Diversified Software specializes in helping clients
achieve more cost-effective data center operations.
For more information about PRO/JCL or Diversified
Software visit www.diversifiedsoftware.com or
contact Nicole at 408-778-9914, Ext. 255.
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